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Re: Item 4.3 Downtown Priority Development Area Grant Application-Downtown Precise
Plan

To Mayor Hicks and City Council:

Mountain View YIMBY supports pursuing the PDA grant and what that entails under MTC’s
Transit-Oriented Communities Policy. We believe that transit-rich locations like downtown
are the best places to put dense development, whether residential or commercial (though
preferably both).

We believe offices in amenity-rich places like our downtown would hold a competitive
advantage over those in single-purpose office parks. The combination of accessibility,
diverse amenities, and the vibrancy of a mixed-use environment could make downtown an
attractive location for employers and employees, visitors and residents. By incentivizing
businesses to migrate to downtown from other areas in Mountain View, we can create a
more efficient use of urban space, foster a sense of community, and encourage a
pedestrian-friendly environment. Additionally, this shift will open up opportunities to
redevelop underutilized office parks into much-needed housing or other valuable
community resources, thereby contributing to the city's long-term growth and prosperity.

We also would like to emphasize the environmental benefits of increased density in transit-
oriented locations. By promoting compact development around accessible public
transportation, we can reduce the distances people travel for their day-to-day activities,
reducing the need for a car and its associated emissions. This not only aligns with broader
city and state climate goals but also contributes to a more sustainable, livable urban
environment for our residents.

Thank you for considering our input.
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David Watson
Lead, Mountain View YIMBY
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